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The research  

I published a paper as part of my doctoral research that argued that we, as a research 

community, need to concentrate on our strengths, where we have resisted neo-liberal and 

neo-conservative policies within New Zealand education. In that paper I used a term to 

describe this: inherent cultural resistors. While initially championing neo-liberal policies, 

New Zealand has lagged behind the implementation of such policies compared to other 

Anglophone nations.  What I propose is that we needed to focus on these inherent cultural 

resistors to celebrate those areas of our culture and draw attention to those values that are our 

strengths. Examples from New Zealand include our Kura system; the strength of the PPTA 

(delegates at a recent conference from the union with whom I discussed this were very 

interested); the coherence and collegiality of our tertiary sector; NCEA (our secondary school 

qualification system) as a bulwark against high stakes testing; the ECE sector, e.g. Te 

Whariki and the Playcentre movement; the flexibility of our system to create creatively; the 

popular responses to unpopular government policies and the resultant back tracks (such as 

class size); etc. I am sure once colleagues appreciate the kaupapa of this proposed 

presentation they will think of many more areas. 

 

Why this topic is important  

I have attended many conferences where research points out the travails of education in a 

neoliberal world. But after my own research and being able to visit countries championing 

neoliberal reforms such as the US and UK (I am citizen of those places as well as NZ) I have 

been able to see that New Zealand actually has cultural inhibitors to those policies, but 

unfortunately our strength in resisting neoliberal reforms is not celebrated. We are not like 

the US ('that land of our future', as Nash has warned) but an example of how a culture can 

protect itself against such policies, can even mutate and deflect neoliberal policies. I would 

like to edit a book celebrating our resistance to such 'reforms', from the early years to the 

tertiary sector. We are now miles from the US model. Such a book would celebrate strength 

as well as send a call to embrace why we resist such things as national testing, bulk funding, 

mass charter schools, etc. I can see where the conference format can enable me to hold a 

workshop type session where I can encourage folks to think this way and start to identify 

areas of 'resistance', to explore, in a collaboration between academics in an edited book those 

areas where neo-liberal hegemony is effectively resisted or limited. This book would be a 

celebration and a highlighting of those areas, sending a clear message: this is what we are 

about. This book would also strengthen the academic community in bringing more clearly to 

the surface what is of most value to us, and which unites us.  

How the session will be run  

The session will run as a facilitated discussion and workshop. After introducing myself and 

my research topic I will explain the purpose of the session: to explore the impact of neoliberal 



policies on New Zealand education and to identify areas where those policies have been 

blunted. This discussion will be strengths based. Depending on the number of participants the 

discussions will take place in small groups or as an ongoing large group discussion. I will, as 

presenter, facilitate the discussion. A brief outline of such a session is below: 

Introduction/aims 

Whole group discussion: Coming to a shared definition of ‘neoliberal’; Examples of ‘kiwi’ 

values (Pakeha, Maori, other) 

[These will be listed and recorded using white board or some other visual means] 

Small or whole group explorations: Examples of ‘neoliberal reforms’ of recent decades 

within New Zealand; Examples of reforms from elsewhere. Brief feedback to whole group. 

Discussion: comparing different systems and our own. What is the picture now for New 

Zealand? Where do our strengths lay? 

Small group (?) Focussing on and exploring specific areas of strength, feedback ideas to 

whole group 

Plenary: How to vocalise and celebrate strengths. Possible book concept. 
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